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Sensitivity analysis and hara terization of the un ertain
input data for the EXPERT vehi le
Ce papier est fo alisé sur une nouvelle méthode pour re onstruire les onditions de
freestream d'un véhi ule de rentrée en partant des mesures sur la pression et le ux de haleur au
point de stagnation. Les in ertitudes dues aux mesures et aux paramètres du modèle sont prises
en ompte et une appro he de type bayésienne est utilisée pour résoudre le problème inverse
sto hastique. Une étude de sensibilité est utilisée pour évaluer l'impa t des données d'input
in ertaines sur les mesures au point de stagnation. Une méthode de propagation 'ba kward' est
proposée, en onsidérant seulement les in ertitudes qui ont l'impa t le plus important.

Résumé :

in ertitudes sur les données expérimentales, problème inverse, appro he bayésienne, rentrée atmosphérique, méthodes spe trales, polynomes de Chaos

Mots- lés :
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1 Introdu tion
Simulation of atmospheri

entries of spa e raft is a

hallenging problem involving many

om-

plex physi al phenomena, in luding rareed gas ee ts, aerothermo hemistry, radiation, and the
response of thermal prote tion materials to extreme

onditions.

omputational resour es and general-purpose numeri al algorithms
ties to perform multiphysi s simulations of

The availability of powerful
reates in reasing opportuni-

omplex systems, in parti ular in aerospa e s ien e.

Reliable predi tions require sophisti ated physi o- hemi al models as well as a systemati
omprehensive treatment of model

and

alibration and validation, in luding the quanti ation of

inherent model un ertainties.
Conventionally, engineers resort to safety fa tors to avoid spa e-mission failure. At the interfa e of physi s, mathemati s, and

omputer s ien e, Un ertainty Quanti ation (UQ) aims at

developing a more rigorous framework and more reliable methods to

hara terize the impa t of

un ertainties on the predi tion of Quantities Of Interest (QOI). Some un ertainties arise from
the physi al simpli ations made to obtain a mathemati al model representative of the
plex phenomena studied [1℄; others

om-

ome from the numeri al approximations due to the nite

dis retization used in the numeri al solver for approximating the solution of the mathemati al
model. In the sequel, we will not a

ount for modeling and numeri al un ertainties. Our interest

lies in un ertainties asso iated to a limited knowledge or an intrinsi
quantities required for performing the analysis.
pre ise spe i ation of boundary

variability of the input

For instan e, numeri al simulations need the

onditions and model parameters, su h as rea tion rate

ients, and typi ally only limited information is available from

oe-

orresponding experiments and

observations.
The post-ight analysis of a spa e mission requires a

urate determination of the freestream

onditions for the traje tory, that is, temperature and pressure
in front of the sho k. These quantities

onditions and the Ma h number

an be rebuilt from the pressure and heat ux measured

on the spa e raft by means of a Flush Air Data System (FADS) [2℄. This instrumentation

om-

prises a set of sensors ush mounted in the thermal prote tion system to measure the stati
pressure (pressure taps) and heat ux ( alorimeters) (see Figure 1). As shown by zur Nieden
and Olivier [3℄, state of the art te hniques for freestream
proximations, su h as the equivalent spe i
repla es a

hara terization rely on several ap-

heat ratio approximation, whi h means that one

omplex high temperature ee t possibly in luding thermo- hemi al non-equilibrium

by an equivalent

alori ally perfe t gas. This approximation is then used, starting from sensors

measurements, to re onstru t freestream

onditions and pres ribe error intervals on these quan-

tities. These te hniques do not yet integrate measurement errors nor the heat ux
for whi h a
this
a

orre t knowledge drives more

ontribution,

omplex models su h as gas surfa e intera tion. In

ontext, Computational Fluid Dynami s (CFD) supplied with UQ tools permits to take into

ount

on the

hemi al ee ts and to in lude both measurement errors and epistemi
hemi al model parameters in the bulk and at the wall (surfa e

the freestream

un ertainties

atalysis). Rebuilding

onditions from the FADS data therefore amounts to solving a sto hasti

inverse

problem.
The forward problem, whi h
from freestream

onsists in predi ting stagnation-point pressure and heat ux

onditions, is des ribed by a physi o- hemi al model and solved by suitable

numeri al methods proposed by Barbante [4, 5℄. We investigate one point of the traje tory of
the European EXPerimental Reentry Test-bed (EXPERT) vehi le, whi h has been developed
by the European Spa e Agen y as part of its General Te hnologi al Resear h Program [6℄. The
traje tory point

orresponds roughly to the

hemi al non-equilibrium ow

onditions of Table 1.

The inverse problem is then redu ed to determine for instan e only freestream pressure and
Ma h number.

RR n° 8360
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Figure 1: RAFLEX Flush Air Data System (FADS), sensors indi ated in blue are ush mounted
in the thermal prote tion system to measure the stati pressure (pressure taps) and heat ux
( alorimeters).

Flow onditions
Chemi al non-equilibrium

Altitude [km℄
60

T∞ [K℄

245.5

p∞ [Pa℄

20.3

M∞ [-℄

15.5

Table 1: Freestream onditions for one traje tory point of the EXPERT vehi le.

inverse problem based on a Bayesian setting, that is, probability densities of possible values of
freestream onditions are rebuilt from stagnation-point pressure and heat ux measurements.
A Bayesian setting oers a rigorous foundation for inferring input parameters from noisy data
and un ertain forward models, a natural me hanism for in orporating prior information, and a
quantitative assessment of un ertainty on the inferred results [7, 8℄. It has already been used
in the ontext of atmospheri entry for turbulen e modeling alibration [9℄ and atomi nitrogen
ionization modeling alibration [10℄.
In Se tion 2, the forward model and the asso iated numeri al ode are briey des ribed,
as well as the dierent sour es of un ertainty on input data. The latters are parametrized
with random variables and propagated into the forward model using a non-intrusive polynomial
haos method [11, 12, 13℄. The impa t of the dierent un ertainties on the stagnation-point
measurements is then studied through a sensitivity analysis based on the metamodel obtained
with the sto hasti spe tral method. In Se tion 3, the new ba kward un ertainty propagation
method is des ribed, onsidering measurement errors and the input un ertainties that have the
most impa t.
Inria
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2 Forward problem and sensitivity analysis
2.1
2.1.1

Physi al problem
Governing equations

Here, the quantities of interest are the pressure pst and heat ux qst at the stagnation point.
We use a set of physi o- hemi al models to simulate high temperature rea ting ows, in luding
2D axi-symmetri Navier Stokes equations and gas/surfa e intera tion equations (see Ref. [4℄).
Indeed, the wall of the spa e raft a ts as a atalyzer and promotes re ombination of atoms. This
phenomenon is modeled by a atalyti wall at radiative equilibrium, where the so- alled ee tive
atalyti re ombination oe ient γ represents the proportion of gas impinging the body that
will re ombine. A mixture of 5 spe ies of air is used, namely N, O, N2 , O2 , and NO, with hemi al
me hanism due to Park [14℄. Input data for the forward model are the freestream pressure p∞
and Ma h number M∞ , the ee tive atalyti re ombination oe ient γ , and the gas rea tion
rate oe ients kr of the hemi al rea tions r.
2.1.2

Sour es of un ertainty

Un ertainties are onsidered on p∞ , M∞ , and γ , with uniform distributions detailed in Table 2.
Con erning p∞ and M∞ , only a priori ranges of plausible values are known. Con erning γ ,
the mean value orresponds roughly to the EXPERT material, while the 33% error have been
previously determined [15℄.
Variable
p∞ [Pa℄
M∞ [-℄
γ [-℄

Distribution
Uniform
Uniform
Uniform

Min
16.3
13.7
0.001

Max
24.3
17.3
0.002

Table 2: Distributions of M∞ , p∞ , and γ
Un ertainty is also onsidered on the gas rea tion rate oe ients kr of four hemi al rea tions
of the disso iation rea tion. To determine whi h rea tions need to be a ounted for, a preliminary
triage was done using a 1D ode to simulate the stagnation line sho k layer hemistry [16℄. For
the traje tory point investigated, the disso iation rea tion of mole ular oxygen and nitri oxide
was found important. Following the suggestion of Bose et al.[17℄, the un ertainty on erns only
the pre-exponential fa tor Ar of the Arrhenius rate equation: kr = Ar T br exp(−Er /RT ). Sin e
the un ertainties on kr an be quite large, it is appropriate to onsider them on a logarithmi s ale
; in parti ular, log10 (kr /kr,0 ), with kr,0 the re ommended rate onstant, is ommonly assumed
to vary following a normal distribution, with probability distribution dened by:
"

1
P (kr ) ∝ exp −
2



log10 (kr /kr,0 )
σr

2 #

(1)

where ±2σr (reported in Table 3) denes the 95% onden e limits symmetri ally bounding kr,0 .
2.2
2.2.1

Numeri al tools
COSMIC

To simulate the forward problem we use the in-house ode COSMIC developed by Barbante [4℄.
This solver was designed to approximate hypersoni ow models where hemi al non-equilibrium
RR n° 8360
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Gas rea tion
NO + O → N + O + O
NO + N → N + O + N
O2 + N2 → 2O + N2
O2 + O → 2O + O

Distribution of log10 kr
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

σr

0.12
0.12
0.10
0.10

Table 3: Distributions of log10 kr
ee ts need to be a ounted for. It in ludes a Hybrid Upwind Splitting (HUS) s heme [18℄,
whi h is an interesting attempt of ombining, in a mathemati ally rigorous way, Flux Ve tor
Splitting (FVS) and Flux Dieren e Splitting (FDS) s hemes. The design prin iple ombines
the robustness of FVS s hemes in the apture of nonlinear waves and the a ura y of some FDS
s hemes in the resolution of linear waves. In parti ular, COSMIC uses the hybridization of the
Van Leer s heme [19℄ and the Osher s heme [20℄ and in ludes a arbun le x.
The boundary onditions are illustrated in the right panel of Figure 2 : an axi-symmetri
ondition is imposed on the y axis, while the wall of the body is modelled by a partially atalyti
wall at radiative equilibrium. The mesh used for the omputations is given in the right panel
of Figure 2. Pressure and temperature iso- ontours of the ow around EXPERT obtained with
COSMIC for input data mean values are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2: Boundary onditions (left) and mesh (right)

2.2.2 Un ertainty Quanti ation
The sto hasti method used in this work to deal with the forward un ertainty quanti ation is the
non-intrusive polynomial haos, as implemented in the NISP (Non Intrusive Spe tral Proje tion)
Inria
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Figure 3: Pressure and temperature iso- ontours for input data mean values
library. The development of NISP has been supported by the Fren h National Resear h Agen y
(ANR) in the ontext of the OPUS (Open Platform for Un ertainty treatment in Simulation)
proje t (see Ref. [13℄ for details).
Using this non-intrusive un ertainty quanti ation tool means that a single deterministi
omputation is repla ed with a whole set of su h omputations, ea h one of those being run
for spe i values of the un ertain onditions. The hoi e of the set depends on the spe i
methodology sele ted, while the size of the set depends on the number of un ertain parameters
that needs to be taken into a ount and the a ura y required on the solution of the sto hasti problem. The oupling between the NISP UQ library and available ow solvers has been
performed and des ribed in Ref. [13℄.
Polynomial Chaos (PC) expansions are derived from the original theory of Wiener on spe tral
representation of sto hasti pro esses using Gaussian random variables. Let ξ be a ve tor of
standard independent random variables ξi , i = 1, 2, ..., nξ . Any well-behaved pro ess u (with
nite varian e) an be expanded in a onvergent (in the mean square sense) series of the form
u(x, t, ξ) =

X

(2)

uα (x, t)Ψα (ξ),

α

where α are multi-indi es, α = (α1 , α2 , ..., αn ), with ea h omponent αi = 0, 1, ..., and Ψα
are multivariate polynomial fun tions orthogonal with respe t to the probability distribution
fun tion of the veQtor ξ . Ea h Ψα is dened by a produ t of orthogonal polynomials Φαi i (ξi ),
nξ
αi
i
that is, Ψα (ξ) =P i=1
Φα
i (ξi ), where ea h Φi is a polynomial of degree αi , so that the degree
nξ
of Ψα is |α|1 = i=1 αi . A one-to-one orresponden e exists between the hoi e of sto hasti
variable ξi and the polynomials Φαi i (ξi ). For instan e, if ξi is a normal/uniform variable, the
orresponding Φαi i (ξi ) are Hermite/Legendre polynomials of degree αi . Coe ients uα (x, t) are
alled the PC oe ients of the random pro ess u and are obtained by
uα (x, t) = hu(x, t), Ψα i kΨα k

−2

,

(3)

where the s alar produ t is dened by the expe tation operator. For pra ti al use, the PC
RR n° 8360
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expansions are trun ated to degree No
u(x, t, ξ) =

X

(4)

uα (x, t)Ψα (ξ).

|α|1 ≤No

The number of multivariate polynomials Ψα , that is, the dimension of the expansion basis, is
related to the sto hasti dimension nξ and the degree No of polynomials ; it is given by the
formula (nξ + No)!/(nξ !No!).
Several approa hes an be used to estimate PC oe ients. The approa h used in this study
is based on quadrature formulae, namely a non-intrusive formulation (see Ref.[11, 12℄ for details).
When the number nξ of variables is large, quadrature formulae based on tensor produ t of a 1D
formula require too many numeri al evaluations and Sparse Grid integration based on Smolyak's
onstru tion is preferred. The PC oe ients are evaluated from a set of abs issas and weights
(ξ i , ωi ) by formulae of the form
uα (x, t) = kΨα k−2

n
X

(5)

u(x, t, ξi )Ψα (ξi )ωi .

i=1

From the PC expansion of the random pro ess, it is then easy to derive its mean and varian e and
to estimate sensitivity information using the analysis of varian e (ANOVA) de omposition [21℄.
2.3

Numeri al results

Propagation of the un ertainties into the forward model has been performed with NISP using
dierent polynomial orders No and a Smolyak Fejer quadrature formula of level 6, thus requiring
18943 resolutions of the deterministi ode. Means and varian es of pst and qst are reported in
Table 4, while Sobol rst order indi es Si and total order indi es ST,i are reported in Table 5.

µ
σ2

No = 2
6.49 · 103
1.36 · 106

pst
No = 3
6.49 · 103
1.37 · 106

No = 4
6.49 · 103
1.39 · 106

No = 2
2.75 · 105
9.73 · 109

qst
No = 3
2.75 · 105
2.01 · 1010

No = 4
2.75 · 105
6.18 · 1010

Table 4: Means (µ) and varian es (σ2 ) of pst and qst for No = 2, 3, 4
A ording to Table 4, the sensitivity analysis of the stagnation pressure pst and of the stagnation heat ux qst is onvergent with respe t to No. The interpretation of the indi es Si and
ST,i is the following : Xi is an inuential input parameter if Si is important, whereas Xi is
not an inuential parameter if ST,i is small. Moreover, Si lose to ST,i means that intera tions
between Xi and the other parameters are negligible. From Table 5, p∞ and M∞ are observed to
have the largest impa t on pst with an equivalent magnitude, whereas the ee tive re ombination
fa tor and the rea tion rate oe ients have a very small ee t on pst , as expe ted. Moreover,
intera tions between p∞ and M∞ are negligible. The results are rather dierent when the heat
ux is onsidered: all the inputs are observed to have a non negligible impa t on qst , with relatively equivalent orders of magnitude for p∞ , M∞ , γ , k6 , k7 , and smaller orders of magnitude
for k4 and k5 . Moreover, intera tions between the dierent parameters are quite large. Finally,
important oe ients of variation (ratio of the standard deviation to the mean) are observed
on the stagnation pressure and heat ux: the value on pst is 18%, whereas the value on qst is
approximately 52%. A possible way to redu e these un ertainties is to rebuild the probability
densities of p∞ and M∞ , whi h have an important impa t on pst and qst .
Inria
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p∞
M∞
γ

O2 + N2 → 2O + N2
O2 + O → 2O + O
NO + O → N + O + O
NO + N → N + O + N

S1
ST,1
S2
ST,2
S3
ST,3
S4
ST,4
S5
ST,5
S6
ST,6
S7
ST,7

No = 2
4.00 · 10−1
4.09 · 10−1
5.90 · 10−1
5.98 · 10−1
6.78 · 10−4
6.79 · 10−4
3.72 · 10−6
2.76 · 10−5
2.65 · 10−6
1.34 · 10−5
2.20 · 10−4
2.53 · 10−4
6.60 · 10−4
6.61 · 10−4

pst
No = 3
3.99 · 10−1
4.07 · 10−1
5.87 · 10−1
5.99 · 10−1
6.76 · 10−4
2.30 · 10−3
4.54 · 10−6
1.65 · 10−4
3.90 · 10−6
1.17 · 10−4
2.21 · 10−4
7.56 · 10−4
6.58 · 10−4
2.28 · 10−3

No = 4
3.93 · 10−1
4.02 · 10−1
5.79 · 10−1
5.91 · 10−1
2.36 · 10−3
1.22 · 10−2
3.07 · 10−5
8.33 · 10−4
1.98 · 10−5
4.97 · 10−4
3.22 · 10−4
5.88 · 10−3
2.33 · 10−3
1.21 · 10−2

No = 2
2.06 · 10−2
3.38 · 10−2
5.18 · 10−1
5.28 · 10−1
1.94 · 10−1
1.94 · 10−1
1.86 · 10−3
7.52 · 10−3
1.10 · 10−3
3.40 · 10−3
6.17 · 10−2
7.02 · 10−2
1.83 · 10−1
1.83 · 10−1

qst
No = 3
1.07 · 10−2
6.18 · 10−2
2.52 · 10−1
7.14 · 10−1
9.40 · 10−2
3.03 · 10−1
9.31 · 10−4
2.70 · 10−2
6.35 · 10−4
2.23 · 10−2
3.01 · 10−2
1.02 · 10−1
8.86 · 10−2
3.00 · 10−1

Table 5: Sobol rst order (Si ) and total order indi es (ST,i ) for No = 2, 3, 4

3 Ba kward un ertainty propagation method
The purpose of this se tion is to rebuild the probability densities of the freestream onditions
p∞ and M∞ from noisy observations of stagnation pressure pst and heat ux qst , by taking
into a ount only the inuen e of measurement un ertainty on erning pst and the inuen e of
measurement and hemistry un ertainty on erning qst .
3.1

Bayesian inferen e for inverse problems

The output of Bayesian inferen e is not a single value for the model parameters, but a posterior probability distribution that summarizes all available information about parameters. From
this distribution, one an al ulate means, modes, and high-order moments, ompute marginal
distributions, or make additional predi tions by averaging over the posterior.
Let F denote the forward mathemati s model dened as follows : d = F (m, c), whi h yields
predi tions of the stagnation pressure and heat ux d = (pst , qst ) as a fun tion of the freestream
onditions m = (p∞ , M∞ ) and the hemistry oe ients c = (γ, (kr )r=1,2,3,4 ). The un ertainty
Q
on c is assumed to be known and to follow a distribution pc (c) = pγ (γ) 4r=1 pkr (kr ), γ following
a uniform distribution detailed in Table 2 and kr following lognormal distributions detailed in
Table 3. In the Bayesian setting, both m and d are random variables and we use Bayes' rule to
dene a posterior probability density for the model parameters m, given n observations of the
data {d1 , . . . , dn } :
p(m|d1 , . . . , dn ) = R

p(d1 , . . . , dn |m, c)pm (m)pc (c)
.
p(d1 , . . . , dn |m, c)pm (m)pc (c)dmdc

(6)

Prior probability pm (m) represents the degree of belief about possible values of m = (p∞ , M∞ )
before observing any data ; p∞ and M∞ are a priori assumed to follow uniform distributions, with
minima and maxima given in Table 2. Data then enters the formulation through the likelihood
or joint density of the observations given m and c, namely p(d1 , . . . , dm |m, c). A ommon model
RR n° 8360

No = 4
3.49 · 10−3
4.91 · 10−2
8.78 · 10−2
2.81 · 10−1
1.09 · 10−1
5.44 · 10−1
9.64 · 10−4
3.98 · 10−2
5.47 · 10−4
2.43 · 10−2
1.41 · 10−2
2.50 · 10−1
1.04 · 10−1
5.36 · 10−1
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assumes independent observations so that independent additive errors a ount for the deviation
between predi ted and observed values of d :
dj = F (m, c) + η j ,

(7)

j = 1, . . . , n.

Be ause pst and qst an be onsidered as independent, a typi al assumption is that errors are
realizations of a Gaussian random variable ηj ∼ N (0, Γ), where Γ = diag(σp2st , σq2st ), σpst and σqst
en ompassing measurement errors. In that ase, dj |m, c ∼ N (F (m, c), Γ), and the likelihood is
p(d1 , . . . , dm |m, c) =

n
Y

pdj (dj |m, c) =

n
Y

(8)

pη (dj − F (m, c), Γ),

j=1

j=1

with pη the Gaussian density probability of N (0, Γ). Sin e in general measurement errors are not
known with exa tness, one an onsider σ st = (σpst , σqst ) as hyperparameters of the Bayesian
setting that needs to be inferred, with noninformative uniform a priori on σpst and σqst . For
simpli ity, measurement errors are here assumed to be known, with σpst = 0.1µ(pst ) and σqst =
0.1µ(qst ).
3.2

Markov Chain Monte Carlo

Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) en ompasses a broad lass of methods that simulate drawing samples from the normalized posterior [22℄:
(9)

p(m|d1 , . . . , dn ) ∝ p(d1 , . . . , dn |m, c)pm (m)pc (c),

thus avoiding omplex numeri al integrations in high dimensions to form the posterior distribution. In this work, we use the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm with single-site updating and
Gaussian proposal density to draw samples of p(m|d1 , . . . , dn ) and pro ess as follow :
k=0
0. initialize the hain state mk=0 = (pk=0
∞ , M∞ ) = (µ(p∞ ), µ(M∞ ))
k,1
k
1.a generate c and a andidate pe∞ ∼ N (p∞ , ωp2∞ )

n

n

1

k

k,1

,...,d |p
e∞ ,M∞ ,c
)pp∞ (p
e∞ )
1.b evaluate the a eptan e rate α(pk∞ , pe∞ ) = min 1, p(d
p(d1 ,...,dn |pk ,M k ,ck,1 )pp (pk )

1. generate u

k,1

∼ U(0, 1) and update: if u

k,1

<

∞

α(pk∞ , pe∞ )

k
2
f∞ ∼ N (M∞
)
, ωM
2.a generate ck,2 and a andidate M
∞



,

pk+1
∞

∞

∞

= pe∞ , else

f
p(d1 ,...,dn |pk+1 ,M

∞

pk+1
∞

o

= pk∞

f
(M

,ck,2 )p

∞
∞
M∞
k f
∞
2.b evaluate the a eptan e rate α(M∞
, M∞ ) = min 1,
(M k )
p(d1 ,...,dn |pk+1 ,M k ,ck,2 )p
∞

∞

M∞

∞

)



k
f∞ , else
2. generate u ∼ U(0, 1) and update: if u <
,
=M
= M∞
3. k = k + 1, go to 1.a while k < NMCMC , with NMCMC a predened number of times.
k,2

k

k f
α(M∞
, M∞ )

k+1
M∞

k+1
M∞

Regardless of the initial hain state, the above algorithm produ es a Markov hain that
onverges to the posterior distribution ; the initial hain state values are here hoosen to be
the a priori mean values of ea h omponent. Nevertheless, the proposal distribution widths
ve tor ω = (ωp∞ , ωM∞ ) have to be hosen arefully in order for the hain to mix well and
represent the full posterior distribution in the given number of MCMC steps. If the proposal
distribution widths are too large, a great proportion of the proposed moves will be reje ted, and
the hain will not move very often. On the other hand, if they are too small, most proposed
moves will be a epted but the hain will move very slowly through the posterior support. A
way to hoose ω e iently is to plot the empiri al auto orrelation at lag s, denoted by β(s), for
ea h omponent of the ve tor to infer and dierent proposal distribution widths. Indeed, the
Inria
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auto orrelation quanties the interdependen e of the iterations of a sto hasti

pro ess, so that

an e ient proposal distribution width implies the qui kly de ay of the auto orrelation with lag
along the

hain.

In steps 1.b and 2.b,
problem is that we

k
F (e
p∞ , M ∞
, ck,1 )

an not aord to

and

k,2
f
F (pk+1
)
∞ , M∞ , c

needs to be

omputed.

The

all COSMIC two times for ea h iteration of the Markov

Chain, sin e COSMIC is time- onsuming (about one hour per simulation) and one needs some
thousands of iterations to produ e a good sample of the posterior. To ta kle this issue, one

an

rely on a metamodel, whi h gives an approximation of the outputs of COSMIC as a fun tion
of its inputs.

Metamodels based on intrusive and non-intrusive sto hasti

have already been proposed in the

spe tral methods

ontext of Bayesian inferen e[23, 24℄, with PC expansions

as presented in 2.2.2. Thanks to the NISP toolbox, PC expansion metamodel fun tions of the
an be obtained, providing an approximation of the response (pst , qst ) as a fun tion of
(m, c). In Figure 4, approximated response surfa es of pst and qst are represented as a fun tion
of p∞ and M∞ in the top panels, the hemi al inputs being xed to their mean values ; then as
a fun tion of log10 (k1 /k1,0 ) and log10 (k3 /k3,0 ) in the bottom panels, the other inputs being xed

form (4)

to their mean values. These response surfa es are obtained from the metamodels

omputed with

the NISP toolbox, with the Sparse Grid integration method des ribed in 2.3 and a PC expansion
of order

No = 3.

The response surfa es of

pst

are well approximated, this assertion was veried

by plotting in the same graph the outputs provided by the resolutions of the COSMIC
2.3. The PC expansion of

pst

mat h with the results obtained in 2.3 :
does not vary a lot with the
plotting

pst

as a fun tion of

response surfa es of

qst

ode in

an therefore be used as a metamodel. Moreover, these surfa es

pst

variates signi atively with

p∞

hemi al rea tion rates (a similar behavior

γ,

and

M∞ ,

whereas it

an be observed when

the other parameters xed to their mean values). However, the

are not well approximated, be ause the values are not

onsistent with

the ones obtained with COSMIC (the approximated response surfa e at the right top panel also
rea hes negative values, whi h is obviously unphysi al). This behavior is explained by the fa t
that intera tions between the dierent parameters are quite large (as pointed out in 2.3) and

qst

strongly depends on all the parameters, so that a global polynomial approximation

an not

ta kle every lo al variation, whi h results in an os illatory behavior. The PC expansion of
an therefore not be used as a metamodel. Ongoing eorts
for

qst ,

qst

onsists in building a new metamodel

relying on adaptive lo al representations.

For this paper, it was de ided to solve the sto hasti inverse problem by onsidering only the
1
n
stagnation-point pressure measurements {pst , . . . , pst }, for whi h the PC expansion metamodel
an be used. Sin e the hemi al inputs have negligible impa t on pst , they are xed to their mean

c does not appear any more in the MCMC algorithm. Moreover, the ve tor of
{d1 , . . . , dn } is redu ed to {p1st , . . . , pnst } and we rely on a PC expansion metamodel

values so that
observations
of

pst

in steps 1.b and 2.b to

PC metamodel of
This

pst ,

ompute the likelihood. In order to improve the a

a new metamodel is

omputation is performed with NISP using a polynomial order

quadrature formula of level 6, requiring

3.3

omputed, whi h is only fun tion of

36

ura y of the

p∞

No = 3 and a full

resolutions of the deterministi

and

M∞ .

tensorized

ode.

Numeri al results

A noisy data ve tor

{p1st , . . . , p10
st }

is generated by solving the forward model with COSMIC for

then perturbing the output value pst n = 10 times
ηi ∼ N (0, σp2st ). For simpli ity, σpst is supposed
The true model parameters m = (p∞ , M∞ ) is hosen as a sample

a true ve tor of input parameters

(m, c),

with independent samples of a Gaussian noise
to be known (see 3.1).

p∞ and M∞ from their prior (uniform) distributions, while the true hemistry oe ients
c = (γ, (kr )r=1,2,3,4 ) is hosen as a sample of pc . The generated true values onsidered here

of
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Figure 4: Response surfa es of

pst

and

qst

(d)

qst as a
log10 (k3 /k3,0 )

-0.2

-0.1

fun tion

0.1
0
log10(k3/k3,0)

of

0.2

0.3

and

log10 (k1 /k1,0 )

obtained with the NISP toolbox, the Sparse Grid

integration method des ribed in 2.3, and a PC expansion of order

No = 3

p∞ = 19.65, M∞ = 15, γ = 1.86 · 10−3 , k1 = 2.55 · 1021 , k2 = 1.03 · 1022 , k3 = 1.34 · 1017 , and
k4 = 1 · 1017 . The output obtained for the latter inputs is pst = 5.86 · 103 and perturbations of
this true output, representing 10 independent measurements of pst suering from errors, an be
observed in Figure 5. For information, if pst is omputed with the lassi al normal sho k wave
relations, negle ting the hemi al ee ts and setting the adiabati
oe ient to 1.4, one obtains
pst = 5.702 · 103 . This means a dieren e of 2.73%, whi h is non negligible.
A rst graphi al representation of the joint posterior density of (p∞ , M∞ ) is obtained in
Figure 6 by dire t evaluations of the normalized posterior (9) on the prior intervals of p∞ and
M∞ , relying on the stagnation-point pressure metamodel. The joint density exhibits a ridge
spread along a lightly urved line in the (p∞ , M∞ ) plane. This density stru ture suggests a
are

high degree of

orrelation between the two parameters, whi h is onsistant with the physi s of
p(m|p1st , . . . , p10
st ) are then omputed through the above
MCMC algorithm with a proposal distribution widths ve tor ω = (ωp∞ , ωM∞ ) = (0.9, 0.5).
the system.

Samples of the posterior

Results showing the

hain position over

two dimensions and separately for

p∞

10000
M∞ .

and

iterations are reported in Figure 7, plotted in
Visual inspe tion suggests that the

well and that it moves in the band of Figure 6 where the probability is nonzero.
8, the empiri al auto orrelation at lag

s,

namely

β(s),

is plotted for ea h

hain mixes
In Figure

omponent of

m
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true
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Figure 5: True

pst

5000

in red and
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pseudo-measurements of

ps t

suering from error in green
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16
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Figure 6: Joint posterior density of

;

β(s)

de ays relatively qui kly with lag along the

Figure 7.

From Figures 6 and 7, it

has been

onsiderably redu ed.

A Posteriori)

pst
of

ouple

(p∞ , M∞ )

along with an a

restri ted region

onsistent with the good mixing in

an be observed that the

However, a spe i

redible

ouples

(p∞ , M∞ )

set

neighborhood around a MAP (Maximum

has not been brought out, meaning that only measurements of

are not su ient for determining the freestream

qst

hain,

(p∞ , M∞ )

onditions. In a future work, measurements

urate metamodel for this quantity will be added so that su h a more

an be determined.

From the MCMC sample, the posterior distribution

an be summarized in terms of means,

standard deviations, and marginal distributions [22℄. In order to approximate them, it is important to drop the rst

(b−1) iterations of the MCMC sample, where b is

in time, ne essary for the

hain to rea h a good behavior. Let so

the marginal mean and varian e of

µ(p∞ ) =

p∞

and

M∞

K
X
1
pk∞ ,
K −b

ommonly alled the burnk
(pk∞ , M∞
)k=b,...,K ;

onsider

are estimated by

µ(M∞ ) =

t=b+1

K
X
1
k
M∞
,
K −b

(10)

t=b+1

and

σ 2 (p∞ ) =

K
X
1
(pk∞ − µ(p∞ ))2 ,
K −b−1
t=b+1
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σ 2 (M∞ ) =

K
X
1
k
(M∞
− µ(M∞ ))2 .
K −b−1
t=b+1

(11)
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Figure 7: MCMC

p∞

and

k

hain over 10000 iterations ; plotted in two dimensions and respe tively for

M∞

1
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Figure 8: Empiri al auto orrelation

The values obtained here are

β(s)

for

p∞

in red and for

M∞

in green

µ(p∞ ) = 19.24, µ(M∞ ) = 14.93, σ(p∞ ) = 1.82, and σ(M∞ ) = 0.69.

The posterior means are roughly equal to the true ones, however the posterior standard deviations
remains almost equivalent to the prior ones. This is onsistent with the fa t that some plausible
ouples

(p∞ , M∞ ) have been

found in a lightly urved band in the

(p∞ , M∞ ) plane,

so that ea h

omponent have still a probability whi h is nonzero to belong to any point in the prior interval.

100(1 − 2p)% redible interval [cp , c1−p ] for p∞ (resp. M∞ ) an be estimated by setting cp
k
pth quantile of (pk∞ )k=b,...,K (resp. (M∞
)k=b,...,K ), and c1−p equal to the (1 − p)th
quantile. The 95% redible intervals obtained here are [16.49, 22.89] for p∞ and [13.76, 16.19] for
M∞ . These intervals are observed to be slightly smaller than the prior ones. Finally, marginal
A

equal to the
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(a) Posterior distribution of

p∞

(b) Posterior distribution of

M∞

Figure 9: Marginal distributions of p∞ and M∞ obtained with kernel density estimation
distributions an be estimated by kernel density estimation :
p(p∞ |p1st , . . . , p10
st ) ≈

K
X
1
K(pk∞ |mk ),
K−b
k=b+1

p(M∞ |p1st , . . . , p10
st ) ≈

K
X
1
k
K(M∞
|mk ),
K −b
k=b+1

(12)
k
k
where K(pk∞ |mk ) (resp. K(M∞
|mk )) is a density on entrated around pk∞ (resp. M∞
). Here we
k
, ω 2 )), with bandwith
use a one-dimensional Gaussian kernel, K = N (pk∞ , ω 2 ) (resp. K = N (M∞
ω determined by the method of Sheather & Jones [25℄. The estimated marginal distributions are
plotted in Figure 9.

4 Con lusion
This paper deals with the re onstru tion of the freestream onditions (p∞ , M∞ ) for the traje tory
of a re-entry vehi le from measurements of stagnation-point pressure and heat ux (pst , qst ).
Prior uniform distributions are rst assumed for (p∞ , M∞) and some hemistry parameters are
onsidered un ertain, with known distribution fun tions. The impa t of the dierent un ertain
inputs on the forward problem simulated by the in-house ode COSMIC is studied owing to a
non-intrusive sto hasti spe tral method. Un ertainties on (p∞ , M∞ ) are observed to have a
large impa t on pst , whereas the hemistry un ertainties are observed to have a negligible impa t
on it. On the ontrary, all the input parameters are observed to have a onsiderable impa t on
qst . Then, a ba kward un ertainty propagation method is proposed to solve the inverse problem
by taking into a ount un ertainties due to measurements and model parameters. To this end,
we rely on a Bayesian framework supplied with MCMC algorithms to sample the posterior
distribution of (p∞ , M∞ ). A major di ulty lies in the fa t that one needs to ompute the
forward problem for ea h iteration in the Markov hain. A metamodel for pst is omputed owing
to the non-intrusive spe tral method, unfortunately su h a metamodel an not be obtained for
qst be ause of the large intera tions between the dierent parameters and the strong dependen e
of qst on all the parameters. It was therefore de ided to solve the sto hasti problem only relying
on the stagnation pressure measurements and the metamodel for pst . The methodology exhibits
a redu ed set of redible ouples (p∞ , M∞ ) ; however a neighborhood around a Maximum A
Posteriori redible ouple has not been brought out, meaning that only stagnation point pressure
measurements are not su ient to determine freestream onditions. Ongoing eorts onsists in
building a new metamodel for qst , based on adaptive lo al representations, so as to add stagnation
point heat ux measurements in the bayesian algorithm in an ee tive way.
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